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The  zFk`̈l §n h"l : 1 - 4
(The 39 creative activities forbidden on Shabbos)

Plowing or anything done to improve land                                            1W¥xFg
One may not dig up soil; therefore, one may not drag a heavy chair on the lawn (because it will
inevitably* dig up the dirt). One may, however, push a carriage or wheel-chair even if they make
marks in the ground [because the lines are not from digging up dirt, just pressing on it].
One may not play football or marbles outside [because Chazal (the Rabbis) were afraid that one may
smooth out the ground to play**].     *  ** see over page

a)

b)

Planting or anything done to help plants grow                                         2©r¥xFf
Since it is forbidden to plant, if one eats watermelon outside he must be careful not to drop any
pits on the ground.
One must be careful not to let any water drip on grass or plants, for example, when opening a sukkah
covering after it has been raining, or tilting chairs that have water on them.

a)

b)

Harvesting or detaching a plant from the ground                                   3x¥vFw
It is forbidden to detach anything that grew on the ground, whether a food or a plant, from its
attachment to the ground.  This includes even pulling off a leaf.
If it gets too hot, one may not put his jacket or hat on a tree nor take anything off a tree, even if it
was put there before Shabbos.     *** see over page
The Sages said that it is forbidden to smell a fruit that is growing on a tree for fear you will be
tempted to pull it off to eat [however, it is permissible to smell a flower or plant still attached to the
ground].

a)

b)

c)

Gathering detached plants into piles                                                        4x ¥n©r §n
The laws of x ¥n©r §n apply only to things that grew on the ground, so there is no problem with clearing
up toys that are all over the room [provided you don't sort them out].     **** see over page



Notes

* Inevitably means, certain to happen. Any action that will certainly cause a
melochoh to be done, even though you did not intend that a melochoh should occur,
is forbidden. This is called a `Ẅi ¥x wi ¦q §R.

** It should be noted that playing ball is considered a non-Shabbos-type activity.

*** Rabbi Yaakov Yisroel Kanievsky (1899-1985), known as the Steipler, was in the
Russian army. The soldiers took turns guarding the camp, and there was a special,
thick coat that the guard would wear because of the freezing weather in Russia.

One Shabbos, it was the Steipler's turn to stand guard for the camp. The one who
guarded before him was a gentile who, upon finishing his watch, hung the coat on the
tree by the guard post. When the Steipler arrived he saw the coat on the tree.

The Steipler did not want to violate the Rabbinic prohibition of taking something off
a tree, but the cold was so bitter. He thought to himself, for the time being it's not life
threatening, so I'll wait a few minutes until I have to take the coat off the tree. After a
few minutes, again he thought that it's not yet life threatening, so I'll wait another
few minutes.

And so it went the entire long winter night, a few minutes and a few minutes ... until
his watch was over.

****  a) If fruits are under the tree upon which they grew, even if they fell before
              Shabbos, it is forbidden to gather even two fruits.
          b) If fruits were scattered in a yard, you should not gather them and put them 
              into a basket, but you may pick up a few and eat them. [However, if they 
              were scattered in a house, you may collect them]

***


